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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]

• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number
available.
B Conference Call:
1-860-970-0300
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #
C Skype:
BBSradio2

picks up whichever line is
87 87 87#
23 23 23 #
13 72 9#

D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

Wednesdays:
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9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 972400 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need at least $ 300 for this week!!! Much gratitude for gifts!! Many, many thanks to
all who pay it forward. Thanks to all the new donors – makes it easier for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• A check / money order means all you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
AN OPTION ON HOME PAGE: A BUTTON TO SET UP A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

T & R: •
• Help with food, gas and bills is much appreciated - $300
• Pray for your own abundance, for that of loved ones and also for T & R.
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: 2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
or by e-mail:
•
MR:

317-773-0061
stargatemarietta@gmail.com

Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Introductory Notes:
• the Gofundme process is underway – will keep everyone updated as to progress.
•

CUSTOMER SERVICE # 1- 888-710-8061 For use in case you cannot hear: DON'T WAIT: CALL!!

• CONFERENCE CALL: 9 – 10 PM, EST: 1 –

641-715-3650

PIN#: 353 863#

• 716-748-0044 - use this number to hear the call very clearly: Link is courtesy BBS!
• NOTE: Please use the following audio link to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-february-5-2016
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HARD NEWS
Mr X, Nada and Kathryn: in this most intense time, and the chaos we are watching: the
most important information we will not hear out there!
• This is where T & R come in to share the story that does not get told by the people
being paid millions and millions of dollars to lie and support their corporate masters,
and that is why these 3 talked to him today
• It looks like a dilemma, seemingly, but it's not when you change your point of view
and see things in a different light, it's no longer a dilemma: Kathryn reminded him of
this today: take a moment out to view things from a different angle.
• Bernie Sanders is the most level-headed on the stage; the rest have so much
excess baggage. Bernie has no baggage: just saying what needs to be said – why
do these fat cats and international death merchants keep on with the lies that have
nothing to do with reality – this includes the media, though there are a few brave
whistleblowers out there
• the 3 also brought up that tomorrow is the 41st anniversary of Leonard Pelletier
when the FBI came into Pine Ridge because they were after the uranium, same as in
Oregon and the Hammonds and the Bundys – the land belongs to the Pooyay
Indians, not the white folks.
• Bill and Hillary are taking the uranium from that land and from the Bundy ranch in
Nevada, and selling it for profit and they intend to buy the whole piece as there is so
much uranium
• This is the story of Leonard Pelletier/Pine Ridge uranium: see the movie Thunder
heart –
• This story was also talked about on Native Americans calling, and NADA made the point so
clearly today – we are being led down the zig zag path to nowhere; it is about the
fake story about Armeggedon and the last days. An absolute fiasco because it is
about that false reality – we are in the most awesome of times, though it looks
like the worst of times.
• Nada said they are pushing the river; even last night, Hillary said no boots in the
ground in Syria but they are just planting the idea; to vote for Hillary is to vote for
endless war.
T: if Benjamin Fulford can get something right, then something is going on.
• First thing he talked of was the Zika virus and said it was really nothing- A LIE!
• The next paragraph about Bill Gates and
• the FBI probe - a CIA person stuck his neck out and said that she will be indicted by Feb 28
• Bush Jr caused the original X files to be cancelled because it would lead to exposure of 9/11
• the sudden return to “real reporting”
• the visit to cyber command to up the use of cybernetics:
SEE BELOW FOR THE DOCUMENT: you can follow the document and Tara's comments on
each paragraph

R: all the callers on Native Americans Calling were saying that Obama needs to have
Pelletier released from prison – many stories were shared: they all said give this man
his freedom; we need to totally shift our consciousness of what the FBI is
• Reparations need to be made to the people of Pine Ridge & others
• A woman came on and said that the FBI planned and killed MLK, Bobby Kennedy
Sr, and the murder of JFK Sr the clone – and of Jimmy Carter, his brother
T: Tanahasi Coates did not want reparations – something about that was tagged on to the
bill and Bernie did not catch it. Hillary said he was the only one who voted on letting
the hedge funds be unregulated:said the things he voted for were the cause of the
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2008 crash. Instead of slinging mud, he said let's talk about the issues.
Audio: Thom Hartmann's Conversations with Great Minds – Dr Micheal Greger
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpewnQoh45c
Dr Michael Greger/How Not to Die - Great Minds P1
Published on 8 Feb 2016
For tonight's Conversations with Great Minds - I'm joined by one of America's leading
experts on nutrition - someone who's been a big influence on people looking to lead
healthy lives - including me! Dr. Michael Greger is a licensed Medical Doctor in
general practice specializing in clinical nutrition - and a founding member and fellow
at the American College of Lifestyle Medicine. He's also the Director of Public Health
and Animal Agriculture at the Humane Society of the United States, and the founder
of the Nutrition Facts dot org blog. Dr. Greger is also the author of a number of
bestselling books - including his latest "How Not to Die: Discover the Foods
Scientifically Proven to Prevent and Reverse Disease.”
Dr Michael Greger/How to Reverse Disease - Great Minds P2

https://youtu.be/se9eyupMfZg
For tonight's Conversations with Great Minds - I'm joined by one of America's leading experts on
nutrition - someone who's been a big influence on…
youtube.com
https://www.facebook.com/ThomHartmannProgram/

CONFERENCE CALL
[part of the conference call notes is missing due to a
computer glitch – had to re-do the first hour, and picked up in the
middle of the C. Call ]
• the luciferians would take 1/3 of all the angels of heaven and they destroyed an entire sun
system called the Aurora Sun System, a 23 sun system: millions were destroyed at the
soul level and they had to be re-constituted by Metatron
• that was the original sin!
• It ripped the time space continuum out to 175 million years in the future and the
Wingmakers reversed 175 million years back to now – back to the time of the end of
the Mayan Calendar
Caller: end of Mayan calendar: when they are referring to the end of something – does not
mean death but the entrance of a new reality?
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• You know how you look at grocery story tabloids and now and then there is a real one
who owns the Globe – Hillary Clinton's 18 e-mails that will send her up for treason!
• It's put on the front page of a tabloid so you won't believe it!!
Caller: when we talk of the reign of the vatican – are the popes, the cardinals still giving
reverence to black madonna. If their focus is evil, why honor the black madonna?
• if you google “black madonna”, you'll see that popes etc worship the Black
madonna
T: she went to a Catholic high school, never saw any such worship
Caller: not in public!
T: her first take is that they don't mean the same thing! Not talking about Lady Master Isis
• The first closest to a divine mother of colour is Our Lady of Guadalupe
• Tells the story of meeting a lady from Bolivia who explained that the kind of catholicism in

South America is completely different from what happens in the US –
• when they were in Central America, Mexico, had to keep a close eye on Micah – the
other kids would take him by the hand and take him home – just one more kid to
look after. It's a whole different world! This was in 1985 to 87
Caller: if people were to boil the process down, over the last 2000 years, the roman empire
are the same ones who oversaw attempts to keep xianity from spreading – in a short
period of time became the controlling body
T: in 325 AD, Jesus' teachings were considered heresy and thrown out: Lucifer took the
throne! That is the same Luciferian rebellious ones from 475 billion years ago doing
their thing – IT IS AN ENORMOUS CONCEPT!
[The following info comes from Stargate Roundtable Call Feb 4, as a computer glitch
removed much of the first part of this set of notes which had to be re-done]
• The first rift went out to 175 million years into the future • after we agreed to co-create the Universe of Nebadon with Mother, a group decided to

renege on the agreement 450 Billion years ago – this is where the reptilian line of the
downward spiral came in
• they broke the agreement and destroyed an entire 23 sun system which sent a rip in the
time space continuum in the whole creation of what we made together and they had
the pathway to enter the matter universe of Nebadon from the anti matter universe
• There were 12 – 14 inhabited planets AROUND EACH OF THOSE 23 SUNS: How many
trillion of souls were killed as a result of this? Can we imagine the numbers involved?
• That destruction went all the way from the beginning 475 trillion years ago to this day, and all

the way out to 175 million years into the future - the first rip already created the
destruction of 1/3 of the Milky Way Galaxy – this was done right at the beginning!
• as a result, the Wingmakers came from our future – which is their past – to help us deal
with the situation
• The gold lining in this is that the Mayan Calendar was introduced; it brought the resonance of
the High Heart into play – the higher energies of the High Heart opened in more and more
people in 1987 with Harmonic Convergence and the introduction of t he Mayan Calendar
• The 2nd rip in the space/time continuum: the Orion War was still going on, Atlantis was in

its high middle period
• the Orion warlords descended from the 5th dimension, and stole the royal crowns of Isis
and Osiris who had been leading in Atlantis for 20,000 years.
• With mal intent, they destroyed the central nervous system of the Atlantis grid system,
the Atlantis crystal. The destruction cracked the ocean floor to a great depth and destroyed
the 2 original moons of Earth, reconstituted as satellites of Jupiter called Ganymede and
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they will be returned to their place when the energies are upgraded and we can handle
the move. Currently, the moon is a fake moon, and part of its role is to help with
maintaining the balance of the earth.
• The destruction caused by this action went from the west coast of Africa and the Azores,
to a place in the Bahamas called Eluthra, all the way across America to Hawaii in the Pacific
Ocean.
• The imbalance was tremendous: we were going to go super nova [blow up] because a
part of the body of earth was broken and the central brain location was shattered into
trillions of pieces.
• The Ashtar Command intervened, setting up the Belt of Isis to keep us in one piece and,
essentially, putting the planet in an energy sling. This stopped us from blowing up and
becoming an asteroid belt, like what happened to Maldek.
• One end of the sling was the power point called Eluthra in the Bahamas; the other end is
the Belt of Isis in the heavens.
• the repair of that damage was extensive – now the inhabitants of earth were in the framework

of “3 strikes and you're out”

• T he 3rd time the rip in the space/time continuum: 1945 with the dropping of the 2 nukes.
• Fat Boy and Little Boy – that was the final straw!
• In 1946 the 38th level above the president was created – the ACIO [Alien Contact

Information Organization] to enable the framework in which the Ashtar Command, the
White Knights and so on could operate / intervene on the planet legally
• Repairing the 3 rips in the time/space continuum is what NESARA IS DOING.
• refers to the article on NESARA on 2013 Rainbow Roundtable: KOS has access to the libraries, and

Lady Di and Dodi have been transcribing material from those libraries in preparation for
the greater teaching which is coming.
• The galactics intervened because Mother Earth said her body is dying, and it was not good

to let things go on any longer. So Mother kept pushing the time of intervention further and
further out: Dec 21, 2010 [which was really Dec 21, 2012] was the end of the Mayan
Calendar, yet she pushed it out a bit more, as she wanted to give people more chances to
change
• the galactics also had be to careful about turning up the frequencies: if it was done too
quickly, people could combust because they are so heavily programmed and not able to
accept those energies
• the Prime Directive says there is to be no interference in a civilization's development,
unless or because of nuclear or psychic holocaust
• the psychic holocaust is what they are doing now: creating cloned armies now
• the Jack and Jill who came on the Santa Fe Rock station with Rama, the super
soldiers like Captain America are letting us know what is happening, the people who
got programmed are waking up and turning over a new leaf - people like E T Corey
and Lt Gonzalez – they are saying that even though they are pushing the river, they
want amnesty to tell everyone on earth and the solar system that we all got
screwed a long time ago by the governments of earth
• the initial idea was to grant free will choice, and Alcyone said he'd cast a shadow of himself so

there would be an experience of polarity.
The rest of the conference call is not here.
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MOTHER SEKMET & ALCYONE

[M/A]

T: Feels a buoyancy in the air as well as the need for accountability and all involved in that –
Mother is here and all the hosts of heaven – to teach only love – today there are 100s of
thousands of people moving toward
• we do the work here in this higher unity consciousness
Greetings:
In the Light of the Most Radiant One, and in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: we ask for an increased awareness of how to reach millions and millions more, and how to
teach the journey of ascension
Greetings:
• the next step is we are taking the gauntlet as it were; we are finding out what it is like to be
creator gods/goddesses of the most High; we have the power, with love
• It is this cosmic story filtering down to our NOW: how love is the answer to all the
situations going on. Can't be healed with bombs and bullets; it is only about love, the
higher wisdom that is the order of the day now. Choose LOVE.
• There are so many good things happening in this dimension; it is about the frequencies lifting
each other up each and every second. It may not seem that way, feel that way, yet it is
all of what is seemingly going on – it is a giant fiasco about fear and forgetting who we are.
• It is that simple. They – her children who began this story with all of us, who have made
the choice to follow the shadow side of life; it seems as though that is the most that takes
up all the time that folks spend getting their information from the order of events
• It is more – there are so many good things happening in this dimension, on this planet of
everlasting Light and Love, yet it is about these stories – if it bleeds, it bleeds – it is not
about the issues of the Most Radiant One who has the energy that is pouring forth into the
hearts of all beings at this time, getting lifted up out of this illusion of the swamps – not
that swamps are bad things, yet the swamp of the consciousness – got to leave that
behind.
• We have the wisdom and the fortitude to shift our awareness as conscious living beings.
• Consciousness drives these stories about resonance, magnetic frequency. As we interact
with the particles of who and what makes up the universe, these chains of DNA strands –
they have the wisdom, the consciousness of how many gadzillions of years of how to take
life as we know it and shift it from one of darkness to one of Light and Love.
• Take the butterfly – it is about this reality that we are already at the metamorphosis stage; we

are the butterfly; as this butterfly flaps its wings, there is a tsunami in Thailand.
• Everything has and equal and interactive point of coming to that awareness: we are all
interactive with each other no matter where we are, whether it is Bangkok or Cairo or
Kansas City – We Are All One.
• Everything that is shifting in consciousness in this time is bringing our awareness into this
moment of we're all waking up, no matter what it may look like or feel like. We are already
in that realm of consciousness where we are divine masters of our destiny.
T: Pentagon has been forced to release by court order all the torture cases inside Afghanistan,
Iraq
M: all the issues of what has fallen from the realm of the shadow side . .
T: the orthodx churches are meeting with Francis – like a 1000 year old feud / break-up that is
supposedly mending
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M/A: Yes, Mr Francis is meeting the Russian Orthodox in Cuba next week
T: has something to do with why the psychic healers went to the Phillipines because they were
considered heretics because they were living and teaching the lessons of Christ and did the
psychic healing like Jesus did – with their hands, and for that they got
excommunicated – holy mother church?
• Thinking: this is huge times – something like this
• a volcano erupted down the street from a nuclear plant in Japan – there was a 6.4 quake
M/A: all the things going on have do to with the frequencies and magnitude resonance of Nibiru
and the influence on the planet and the rest of the solar system. It is not about extinction
events, but about the upliftment of humanity in all its forms whether we swim, fly or crawl
T: brings up questions from phone calls: the predictions about northern California & up to Alaska
– to be earthquakes and the resulting build up of tsunamis, overdue by 3- 400 years - talk
of lots of people dying as the waves would be 4 – 6 times higher than people can survive
This is a mitigation
• the map of Gordon Michael Scallion: his map said that the kind of tsunami that would
expected in the Pacific and the NW would be 2000 feet high and would go 300 feet inland
• is this mitigation?
M/A: yes, things are very much mitigated; at the same time, Gaia / Vyamus are doing their
cosmic dance shifting to higher frequency, higher consciousness, as we move across the
Galactic Plane and getting closer to the Pleiades. Earth is travelling and is being affected,
as are all the other planets – not just earth. Everybody, everything
T: an inter galactic, inter universal effect?
• it is the time called Sat Yuga; it is in this moment that all gets shifted, the time line that gets
shifted is one that has already been shifted as we can see: it is about full disclosure, first
contact.
• Already they are saying this council of the UN may just give thumbs up to Julian Assange
and he will walk out of the Equadorian Embassy; MI 5 and MI 6 will have to sit on their thumbs &
deal with it!

T: At the same time, they have been saying that the British Police will arrest him
feet touch British soil: they will not acknowledge the UN committee

the minute his

M/A: seems like there may just have to be a tete á tete – who's gonna say who's gonna win, yet
truth will out. The crown is a fake crown based on a false Stone of Scone; the true queen is
Lady Di and her beloved Dodi
• it is not about the whore of Bablyon, of which the US is a bastard child, so to speak.
• This ancient, ancient story of her wayward children is over – how we best convey that message to all
who are listening is about going into the heart space, the high heart, working with the
resonance of All That Is – as we work with our merkaba vehicle and the energies
pouring in, we change our physicality to one of love, not one of hate.
• it is simply taking the remote and turning off the box & doing what is being asked:
meditate every day and work with the high heart, the frequencies of love. It is that simple.
• How we get to the next step is doing these steps and everything else comes into place. It
is part of the order of the Universe; it is very succinct; it is not a mish mash of frankenstein
tied up-and-sewed-together parts. It is about the synchronicity and harmony of the spheres.
• as we comprehend – when we began this story with all of us, it was only about beauty and the

good Red Road of the beauty way; it is still that same story as we walk this naqual path
with jaquar medicine woman; the sacred vines, the plants that make up of what we
understand / overstand how we interact with nature and nature's god; take a journey on
the wild side. It will enliven and enlighten us – we may have to stick a finger down our
throats and upchuck all of what we have to unlearn
• It is like what Master Joda said “You must unlearn everything; begin again “
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• this is where she comes in the wisdom of the high heart – this is where it begins
• the Rainbow Bridge is a reality in physicality
• Asgard – all the 9 realms are part of the story, called how we work with this great tree

that we interact with every single day; yet, as we look at it, it's as if we paid no mind –
• yet as we look out across our galaxy, working within the frequency of the High Heart, we
will see the branches of the Great Tree and the 9 realms. We are in the realm called
Midgard: this is where the fairies, the elves, the gnombes, the hobbits, the dwarves, the
pixies, the presences of divine ecstatic joy and love who are asking us, begging us to put
down the issues of the mind control and the negativity of the false stories and begin again:
listen to the high heart, it is how we get there now, in this moment. It is that simple, that easy.

• Let's just say: everything that has been spoken by Mr Bernie is how we get this country back on

track with dismantling over a century of lies, and even then eons upon eons - 26,826 years
of issues that have come full circle.
• She returns with her story of Nibiru – it is not about invasion or destruction, it is simply about
Love, a higher form of that wisdom as we began that story as sons and daughters of the
Most High; it is that simple. As we return to that wisdom, it filters down into physicality so
the magic of what we speak of is in our midst: it is happening
• we have the power to instantly change this story; the scales have been tipped; it is in our
favour.
• As Rana Mu has told Rama, the timelines have been changed; we are the key humanity in all its forms whether we swim, fly, walk, crawl, slither: all of humanity are in
service to humanity across the galaxy, across the Universe of Nebadon. As that is fully
comprehended and acted upon, it changes this time, now!
• Bernie Sanders is a key component in how this gets changed – he is something about
the fundamental change at this age of shifting this consciousness
• we are that the time of the 4th turning; this is why it is about revolution, evolution,
renaissance. Right now, in this moment - we are the key – remember that!
T: asks Mother to do some singing together: A, E, I, O, U [these are the sounds of creation]
M/A: Namaste; kadoish, kadoish, kadoish
• In the light of the most radiant one, you have the power: take it now!
R: Was in Hesperus, capital of Venus. Some sort of conclave going on, about giving more energy
to Bernie to get this job completed. The Venusian masters are working with this planet
& it is huge! This is why there are so many different high frequencies that are going in
every direction!
• the Ascension symptoms are so great that some folks are having these issues - they go into the
ER and the dr says no heart attack – go home and meditate. Work with the frequencies
T: the dr they had on tonight said use a plant-based lifestyle, medicine path
talked about the 15 most dangerous things that kill folks
R: as we eat a plant-based diet, the arteries go back to the normal size they need to be & don't
get clogged up with the stuff called fear; when we eat meat from animals that have been
killed in a slaughter house - we eat that fear
T: the volcano erupted only 50 km close to a nuclear plant – too close for comfort.
R: His father knows when to show up: he's on red alert!
T: this is the one [Japan's PM] Abe just opened up again. Then Mother Earth says warning,
warning – this will get the people out in the street demanding it be shut down
R: zero energy and we will get the energy we need and never harm a hair on the head of any
animals again - he's talking about the heads of the very ants under our feet – talks about
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the Hindu phrase called Himsa!
T: talks about living with a Hindu family
R: what about cockroaches? They are completely telepathic and can survive a nuclear blast – a lot
longer than our carbon based lifeforms!
T: Cockroaches have become immortal – with laughter
R: we are going from carbon based life forms to crystalline life forms and we don't have to go
through a nuclear event
T: Nestles have finally said all they have done is based on human slavery
• There is literally lead in the chocolate made in those countries: tbecause at the slave
level, the kids use tarpaper to pound the cocoa beans and there is lead and tar in that
paper – no Herseys, no Nestles!
Audio

2016-02-05

HBO Real Time Guests: February 5, 2016

The Interview:
Gloria Steinem is a feminist activist and author whose latest book is a memoir, My Life On the Road. She is a
co-founder of the Women’s Media Center, which works to ensure that “women’s stories are told and women’s
voices are heard” in the media. In 2013, she received the Presidential Medal of Freedom from President

Twitter: @gloriasteinem

Barack Obama.

The Panel:
P.J. O’Rourke is a political writer and humorist, and author of Thrown Under the Omnibus, an
anthology of O’Rourke’s writings over forty years.
Twitter: @PJORourke
Alex Wagner is an MSNBC analyst, and was host of “Now with Alex Wagner” from 2011-2015.
Twitter: @AlexWagner
Armstrong Williams is the largest minority owner of television stations in America. He is
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Republican presidential candidate Ben Carson’s business manager and confidante.
Twitter: @Arightside
Mid-Show Interview:
Erin Brockovich is a consumer advocate and environmental activist, whose 1993 investigation of
the poisoning of Hinkley, California’s water supply by PG & E resulted in the largest toxic tort
injury settlement in US history.
Twitter: @ErinBrockovich
Audio: Max Keiser [KR871] Keiser Report: Stupid people & stupid policies
https://youtu.be/Cw7g6NYRzCU
We get the popcorn and the potato chips out to discuss the symbolism of negative
interest rates, yield curves and intraday oil price swings. In the second half, Max
interviews Brenda Kelly, head analyst at London Capital Group, about negative
interest rates, US durable goods orders and fraud booms.

Audio: completion of Thom Hartmann with Dr Michael Greger
• How rigourous does the diet have to be?
It's the day to day stuff that adds up, not what you do on your birthday!
• which is worse: meat or dairy?
• Processed meat is considered a Class 1 carcinogen like smoking – it's politically
unpalatable to say don't: crowd out the “don't” with the veggies and fruits
• reduce the intake of meat, eggs, diary – add more salads and veggies to change the
palate
• As our palate changes, healthy foods tastes good: this is what plant-based diet is about

Audio: Laura Flanders 2016-02-05
Tony Kushner: Hollywood and Socialism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SSGZ1BFnIQA&index=25&list=PLOWumRv2zO8bJS4o2Ey1c1yLygYixi7dG
The F-Word: Gallery 8 - Discussion with the curator of an art museum in Budapest, only
on of its kind.
Audio: Thom Hartmann – speaking to a chief – Independent Lakota Nation from South
Dakota about a treaty obligation, Article 6
Red Cry documentary : can get the documentary on lone Google “red cry”
they give 2 websites for contacting the Strong Heart society
Hopi | 2012 The Awakening | Page 2
https://ascendingstarseed.wordpress.com/category/hopi... Proxy Highlight
“You have been telling the people that this is the Eleventh Hour, now you ..... the long-
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standing treaty obligations Canada has with Indigenous people for the use .... Thom
Hartmann talks with Canupa Gluha Mani, Headman-Cante Tenza ... ( Lakota for “Strong
Heart Warrior Society)-Independent Lakota Nation ...... Jan 6 2016...
Audio: Thom Hartmann presents the background of Garry Genzler – a genius, very smart
man & now Hillary's main advisor, the one who slipped in a provision in a budget document
that no one noticed – Bernie found it and raised it on the Senate floor – Genzler advised
HRC to attack Bernie on that [to deflect any attacks on her] – discusses the duplicity
of what has happened.
Reading: The Dalai Llama's Cat
Closing:

Rainbird

Music:

Rumi Song #1
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-02–01 “The Empire Strikes Out as Khazarian mafia fake Zika virus, negative
interest rate offensives fail”
Posted by benjamin, February 1, 2016
Clearly the Khazarian mafia is running scared and running out of ammunition. The fact that the
Khazarian mob controlled Bank of Japan was forced last week to resort to negative interest rates
proves their fake fiat money is now worth less than nothing. The Federal Reserve Board will soon
be forced to do the same thing. The more you put money in their banks, the more that money
vanishes. More about that later.
The other thing that is clearly failing is their ability to create mass panic, fear and loathing, their
traditional control tools. Their latest attempt, upgrading a relatively minor illness known as Zika
virus into a baby head-shrinking pandemic is so totally fake, with nothing but computer graphics
of small headed babies as evidence, that very few real doctors or hospitals are taking it seriously.
Time to round up the criminal liars at the WHO.
The latest attempt to create disease panic may be related to efforts to force the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation to cede control over their vaccination and other “medical” (eugenic) activities to
meritocratic management.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/politics/gates-foundation-accused-of-dangerouslyskewing-aid-priorities-by-promoting-big-business-a6822036.html
Bill Gates is also now the point man for computer fraud to make sure a Khazarian mobster wins
the upcoming US presidential “election.” This is being presented as Microsoft volunteering the use
of its “app” to count votes in Iowa.
http://thehill.com/policy/technology/267586-microsoft-on-the-hot-seat-in-iowa
Of course, the Khazarian mob is not going to be allowed to steal yet another US election, US
agency sources say.
Instead, the FBI probe into Hillary Clinton is being “expanded to intel agencies to purge her moles
and embedded Bush/Israeli agents,” a Pentagon source says. A CIA source, meanwhile, put his
neck on the line by predicting Hillary will be “indicted by February 28th.”
If the Pentagon and the agencies are serious about taking down Hillary, they should, as Russia’s
Vladimir Putin so eloquently put it, “go after the dog’s owner.” Here is Hillary describing her
master in her own words spoken on July 15, 2009 at the Rockefeller controlled Council on Foreign
Relations Washington DC offices:
“I am delighted to be here in these new headquarters. I have been often to, I guess,
the mother ship in New York City, but it’s good to have an outpost of the Council right
here down the street from the State Department. We get a lot of advice from the
Council, so this will mean I won’t have as far to go to be told what we should be doing
and how we should think about the future.”
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http://www.activistpost.com/2016/01/hillary-clinton-brags-about-getting-her-marching-ordersfrom-the-cfr.html
Many clear signals are already being sent to the Wall Street mobsters in New York. For one thing,
their corporate media control grid is being hacked. According to Pentagon sources, “Rupert
Murdoch’s Fox Network has been ordered to reboot the x-files program to reveal truth in plain
sight about alien technology, free energy, anti-gravity, 911, NSA, depopulation etc.” Agency
sources say “Bush cancelled the show in 2002 to prevent it from exposing 911.” Meanwhile, the
CIA has declassified its UFO files.
Other corporate media outlets have also joined this sudden return to real reporting with such
outlets as the New York Times and Time Life reporting 911 truth.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/01/25/nytimes911
The US, Russian and Chinese alliance against the Khazarian mafia is also proceeding well in their
take down of the Khazarian mob regime currently enslaving the brainwashed people of Israel with
fear and paranoia.
The Israeli power grid was hacked and taken down on January 25th, after which, on January 27th,
US top general Joseph Dunford and Defense Secretary Ashton Carter visited the US cyber
command “to encourage cyber troops to up the fight against ISIS and their sponsors.”
In a clear sign that sensible Israelis are reading the writing on the wall, Israeli Defense Minister
Moshe Ya’alon tried to blame Turkey for being in charge of ISIS.
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/Flash.aspx/349951
The US has also now joined the EU in a demand for labelling and boycott of all goods produced in
the illegally occupied West Bank.
US, Russian military co-operation against Israel has also meant that Iranian affiliated troops have
now arrived at the Israeli border while the Israeli airforce remains grounded and unable to do
anything about it. As the Mossad linked news site DEBKA puts it “leaders opt to avoid action on
three menacing fronts.”
http://www.debka.com/article/25201/Israel%E2%80%99s-leaders-opt-to-avoid-action-on-threemenacing-frontsRussian and US military cooperation is now extended to sharing information about China as well
as about enemies like ISIS, “the bad guys in Israel,” Turkey, drugs, Saudi Arabia and “Cabal
targets.”
For example, the Russian Insider news site said the following about US State Department criminal
Victoria Nuland, the chief agitator and trouble-maker in the Ukraine: “She is a target.”
http://russia-insider.com/en/lavrovs-nuland-signal-slap-surkov/ri12398
The US and Cuban militaries are also now in full co-operation mode to cut off the flow of drug
money to the Bush Cabal and their ISIS mercenary proxies, Pentagon and Vatican officials agree.
That is why Cuba was supplied with Hellfire missiles to allow it to shoot down drug running planes,
the Pentagon sources say.
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There has also been agency and Pentagon cooperation aimed at preventing Cabal provocateurs
from starting a civil war inside the United States. This is the case with the dispute going on in
Oregon where a large group of armed militia men seized a national wildlife refuge property. The
dispute started with what appears to be a legitimate grievance over excessive persecution of two
ranchers by Federal Agents.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/oregon-occupation-one-dead-as-fbi-arrests-inpublic-lands-dispute/news-story/c9a172347d2320ee81d3a923533cb7a7
However, this grievance is now headed for the courts where hopefully justice will prevail. In the
meantime, evidence has emerged that Khazarian crisis actors have arrived on the scene in an
attempt to provoke civil strife.
http://henrymakow.com/2016/01/crisis-actors-used-to-discredit.html
It is understandable for patriotic Americans to feel angry with the Federal Government. However,
picking the wrong battle against the wrong enemy will only result in defeat. The enemy is not in
Oregon, it is in Washington DC and New York, so, if you really feel like fighting for freedom, go
there and attack the Khazarian mob bosses like the Bush/Clinton crime family and do not take it
out on some poor working FBI stiff or local sheriff.
In any case, the real war will be won in the economic, financial and economic spheres and here
things are going very badly for the Khazarians. For one thing last week, the heads of the African
Union appear to have joined Iran, Russia, Western Europe and many others in moving away from
Khazarian controlled debt instruments mislabelled “US dollars,” and agreed to go with gold backed
Yuan instead.
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/photo/2016-02/01/c_135062206.htm
The Khazarians continue to lose any real backing for their so-called dollars. For example, there are
now 500 times more contracts to buy gold at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange than there is
physical gold to back these contracts. Real, as opposed to paper, gold trading has now migrated to
the Shanghai exchange.
Now the London Bullion Market Association appears to have lost control of the ability to set the
price of silver when last week their price turned out to be 6% lower than the physical spot price.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-01-28/silver-market-disarray-after-benchmark-price-fixmanipulation
After the Japanese Imperial family failed to find gold to back the yen when they went to the
Philippines last week, the Khazarian controlled Bank of Japan was forced to join the European
Central Bank and issue negative interest rates. This means real Japanese money will be fleeing to
cash and to real assets like gold and silver.
The Khazarian slave bankers are under the illusion that negative interest rates will boost the real
economy by forcing businesses and people to invest and spend their money. However, with Japan
and the EU suffering from shrinking populations and economies, stealing the people’s savings is
not going to boost production.
The Khazarian slave regime in Japan is on its last legs anyway. Last week Akira Amari, the
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Japanese economy minister who oversaw TPP negotiations, was forced to resign over bribery
charges. Others will follow.
In Malaysia too now, it turns out the Goldman Sachs and the Saudi Arabians were bribing Prime
Minister Najib Razak.
https://www.rt.com/business/330665-goldman-leissner-malaysia-corruption
You can be sure the trail of this bribery investigation will eventually lead to the truth about the
Malaysian air flight 370 disappearance.
The Khazarians are now losing electronic control of the financial system as well, as banks
worldwide are being forced to install CIPS, which will replace the current Khazarian SWIFT
system. This will take some time, which may be why the Chinese delegate to the White Dragon,
who is involved in bank computer systems, said 2018 will be the year when internationally traded
US dollars will have a Chinese signature on them.
The Khazarian mobster hedge funds such as Soros, Carlyle, Nexus etc. have all said they are
going to gang up and bet on a devaluation of the Chinese Yuan. However, what these people do
not get is that the Chinese are busy shedding their dollar holdings on purpose because they know
they will be replacing these dollars.
In any case, no matter how many dollars the Khazarians put in their bank computers, reality is a
different thing. Even though a growing chorus of bankers is calling for a ban on cash, so that
people will be forced to accept negative interest rates, they cannot ban reality.
On this front, the global trade squeeze against people refusing to pay for shipping in Yuan is
beginning to hurt. Pentagon sources say a shut down of New York ports by dockworkers “is a
message to Wall Street and the Khazarian mafia.” Now South Korea has reported an 18.5% drop
in trade in January.
Finally, the official Chinese Xinhua News Site has confirmed a recent report by this newsletter that
the Chinese Communist Party was moving towards power sharing with other political parties.
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2016-01/30/c_135059965.htm
There can be no doubt about it, the good guys are winning.
https://kauilapele.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/full-article-benjamin-fulford-2-1-16-the-empirestrikes-out-as-khazarian-mafia-fake-zika-virus-negative-interest-rate-offensives-fail/
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2011, June 1 The Federal Reserve Cartel: The Eight Families
by Dean Henderson
URL of this article:

Global Research, June 1, 2011
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-families/25080

(Part one of a four-part series)
The Four Horsemen of Banking (Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup and Wells Fargo)
own the Four Horsemen of Oil (Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch/Shell, BP and Chevron Texaco); in
tandem with Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays and other European old money behemoths. But their
monopoly over the global economy does not end at the edge of the oil patch.
According to company 10K filings to the SEC, the Four Horsemen of Banking are among the top
ten stock holders of virtually every Fortune 500 corporation.[1]
So who then are the stockholders in these money center banks?
This information is guarded much more closely. My queries to bank regulatory agencies
regarding stock ownership in the top 25 US bank holding companies were given Freedom of
Information Act status, before being denied on “national security” grounds. This is rather ironic,
since many of the bank’s stockholders reside in Europe.
One important repository for the wealth of the global oligarchy that owns these bank holding
companies is US Trust Corporation - founded in 1853 and now owned by Bank of America. A
recent US Trust Corporate Director and Honorary Trustee was Walter Rothschild. Other directors
included Daniel Davison of JP Morgan Chase, Richard Tucker of Exxon Mobil, Daniel Roberts of
Citigroup and Marshall Schwartz of Morgan Stanley. [2]
J. W. McCallister, an oil industry insider with House of Saud connections, wrote in The Grim
Reaper that information he acquired from Saudi bankers cited 80% ownership of the New York
Federal Reserve Bank- by far the most powerful Fed branch- by just eight families, four of which
reside in the US. They are the Goldman Sachs, Rockefellers, Lehmans and Kuhn Loebs of New
York; the Rothschilds of Paris and London; the Warburgs of Hamburg; the Lazards of Paris; and
the Israel Moses Seifs of Rome.
CPA Thomas D. Schauf corroborates McCallister’s claims, adding that ten banks control all twelve
Federal Reserve Bank branches. He names N.M. Rothschild of London, Rothschild Bank of Berlin,
Warburg Bank of Hamburg, Warburg Bank of Amsterdam, Lehman Brothers of New York, Lazard
Brothers of Paris, Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York, Israel Moses Seif Bank of Italy, Goldman Sachs
of New York and JP Morgan Chase Bank of New York. Schauf lists William Rockefeller, Paul
Warburg, Jacob Schiff and James Stillman as individuals who own large shares of the Fed. [3]
The Schiffs are insiders at Kuhn Loeb. The Stillmans are Citigroup insiders, who married into the
Rockefeller clan at the turn of the century.
Eustace Mullins came to the same conclusions in his book The Secrets of the Federal Reserve, in
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which he displays charts connecting the Fed and its member banks to the families of Rothschild,
Warburg, Rockefeller and the others. [4]
The control that these banking families exert over the global economy cannot be overstated and
is quite intentionally shrouded in secrecy. Their corporate media arm is quick to discredit any
information exposing this private central banking cartel as “conspiracy theory”. Yet the facts
remain.
The House of Morgan
The Federal Reserve Bank was born in 1913, the same year US banking scion J. Pierpont Morgan
died and the Rockefeller Foundation was formed. The House of Morgan presided over American
finance from the corner of Wall Street and Broad, acting as quasi-US central bank since 1838,
when George Peabody founded it in London.
Peabody was a business associate of the Rothschilds. In 1952 Fed researcher Eustace Mullins put
forth the supposition that the Morgans were nothing more than Rothschild agents. Mullins wrote
that the Rothschilds, “…preferred to operate anonymously in the US behind the facade of J.P.
Morgan & Company”. [5]
Author Gabriel Kolko stated, “Morgan’s activities in 1895-1896 in selling US gold bonds in Europe
were based on an alliance with the House of Rothschild.” [6]
The Morgan financial octopus wrapped its tentacles quickly around the globe. Morgan Grenfell
operated in London. Morgan et Ce ruled Paris. The Rothschild's Lambert cousins set up Drexel &
Company in Philadelphia.
The House of Morgan catered to the Astors, DuPonts, Guggenheims, Vanderbilts and
Rockefellers. It financed the launch of AT&T, General Motors, General Electric and DuPont. Like
the London-based Rothschild and Barings banks, Morgan became part of the power structure in
many countries.
By 1890 the House of Morgan was lending to Egypt’s central bank, financing Russian railroads,
floating Brazilian provincial government bonds and funding Argentine public works projects. A
recession in 1893 enhanced Morgan’s power. That year Morgan saved the US government from a
bank panic, forming a syndicate to prop up government reserves with a shipment of $62 million
worth of Rothschild gold. [7]
Morgan was the driving force behind Western expansion in the US, financing and controlling
West-bound railroads through voting trusts. In 1879 Cornelius Vanderbilt’s Morgan-financed New
York Central Railroad gave preferential shipping rates to John D. Rockefeller’s budding Standard
Oil monopoly, cementing the Rockefeller/Morgan relationship.
The House of Morgan now fell under Rothschild and Rockefeller family control. A New York Herald
headline read, “Railroad Kings Form Gigantic Trust”. J. Pierpont Morgan, who once stated,
“Competition is a sin”, now opined gleefully, “Think of it. All competing railroad traffic west of St.
Louis placed in the control of about thirty men.”[8]
Morgan and Edward Harriman’s banker Kuhn Loeb held a monopoly over the railroads, while
banking dynasties Lehman, Goldman Sachs and Lazard joined the Rockefellers in controlling the
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US industrial base. [9]
In 1903 Banker’s Trust was set up by the Eight Families. Benjamin Strong of Banker’s Trust was
the first Governor of the New York Federal Reserve Bank. The 1913 creation of the Fed fused the
power of the Eight Families to the military and diplomatic might of the US government. If their
overseas loans went unpaid, the oligarchs could now deploy US Marines to collect the debts.
Morgan, Chase and Citibank formed an international lending syndicate.
The House of Morgan was cozy with the British House of Windsor and the Italian House of Savoy.
The Kuhn Loebs, Warburgs, Lehmans, Lazards, Israel Moses Seifs and Goldman Sachs also had
close ties to European royalty. By 1895 Morgan controlled the flow of gold in and out of the US.
The first American wave of mergers was in its infancy and was being promoted by the bankers.
In 1897 there were sixty-nine industrial mergers. By 1899 there were twelve-hundred. In 1904
John Moody - founder of Moody’s Investor Services - said it was impossible to talk of Rockefeller
and Morgan interests as separate. [10]
Public distrust of the combine spread. Many considered them traitors working for European old
money. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, Andrew Carnegie’s US Steel and Edward Harriman’s railroads
were all financed by banker Jacob Schiff at Kuhn Loeb, who worked closely with the European
Rothschilds.
Several Western states banned the bankers. Populist preacher William Jennings Bryan was thrice
the Democratic nominee for President from 1896 -1908. The central theme of his anti-imperialist
campaign was that America was falling into a trap of “financial servitude to British capital”. Teddy
Roosevelt defeated Bryan in 1908, but was forced by this spreading populist wildfire to enact the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act. He then went after the Standard Oil Trust.
In 1912 the Pujo hearings were held, addressing concentration of power on Wall Street. That
same year Mrs. Edward Harriman sold her substantial shares in New York’s Guaranty Trust Bank
to J.P. Morgan, creating Morgan Guaranty Trust. Judge Louis Brandeis convinced President
Woodrow Wilson to call for an end to interlocking board directorates. In 1914 the Clayton AntiTrust Act was passed.
Jack Morgan - J. Pierpont’s son and successor - responded by calling on Morgan clients
Remington and Winchester to increase arms production. He argued that the US needed to enter
WWI. Goaded by the Carnegie Foundation and other oligarchy fronts, Wilson accommodated. As
Charles Tansill wrote in America Goes to War, “Even before the clash of arms, the French firm of
Rothschild Freres cabled to Morgan & Company in New York suggesting the flotation of a loan of
$100 million, a substantial part of which was to be left in the US to pay for French purchases of
American goods.”
The House of Morgan financed half the US war effort, while receiving commissions for lining up
contractors like GE, Du Pont, US Steel, Kennecott and ASARCO. All were Morgan clients. Morgan
also financed the British Boer War in South Africa and the Franco-Prussian War. The 1919 Paris
Peace Conference was presided over by Morgan, which led both German and Allied
reconstruction efforts. [11]
In the 1930’s populism resurfaced in America after Goldman Sachs, Lehman Bank and others
profited from the Crash of 1929. [12] House Banking Committee Chairman Louis McFadden (D2016-02-05
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NY) said of the Great Depression, “It was no accident. It was a carefully contrived
occurrence...The international bankers sought to bring about a condition of despair here so they
might emerge as rulers of us all”.
Sen. Gerald Nye (D-ND) chaired a munitions investigation in 1936. Nye concluded that the
House of Morgan had plunged the US into WWI to protect loans and create a booming arms
industry. Nye later produced a document titled The Next War, which cynically referred to “the old
goddess of democracy trick”, through which Japan could be used to lure the US into WWII.
In 1937 Interior Secretary Harold Ickes warned of the influence of “America’s 60 Families”.
Historian Ferdinand Lundberg later penned a book of the exact same title. Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas decried, “Morgan influence...the most pernicious one in industry and finance
today.”
Jack Morgan responded by nudging the US towards WWII. Morgan had close relations with the
Iwasaki and Dan families - Japan’s two wealthiest clans - who have owned Mitsubishi and Mitsui,
respectively, since the companies emerged from 17th Century shogunates. When Japan invaded
Manchuria, slaughtering Chinese peasants at Nanking, Morgan downplayed the incident. Morgan
also had close relations with Italian fascist Benito Mussolini, while German Nazi Dr. Hjalmer
Schacht was a Morgan Bank liaison during WWII. After the war Morgan representatives met with
Schacht at the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland. [13]

The House of Rockefeller
BIS is the most powerful bank in the world, a global central bank for the Eight Families who
control the private central banks of almost all Western and developing nations. The first
President of BIS was Rockefeller banker Gates McGarrah- an official at Chase Manhattan and the
Federal Reserve. McGarrah was the grandfather of former CIA director Richard Helms. The
Rockefellers- like the Morgans- had close ties to London. David Icke writes in Children of the
Matrix, that the Rockefellers and Morgans were just “gofers” for the European Rothschilds. [14]
BIS is owned by the Federal Reserve, Bank of England, Bank of Italy, Bank of Canada, Swiss
National Bank, Nederlandsche Bank, Bundesbank and Bank of France.
Historian Carroll Quigley wrote in his epic book Tragedy and Hope that BIS was part of a plan,
“to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political
system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole...to be controlled in a
feudalistic fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert by secret agreements.”
The US government had a historical distrust of BIS, lobbying unsuccessfully for its demise at the
1944 post-WWII Bretton Woods Conference. Instead the Eight Families’ power was exacerbated,
with the Bretton Woods creation of the IMF and the World Bank. The US Federal Reserve only
took shares in BIS in September 1994. [15]
BIS holds at least 10% of monetary reserves for at least 80 of the world’s central banks, the IMF
and other multilateral institutions. It serves as financial agent for international agreements,
collects information on the global economy and serves as lender of last resort to prevent global
financial collapse.
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BIS promotes an agenda of monopoly capitalist fascism. It gave a bridge loan to Hungary in the
1990’s to ensure privatization of that country’s economy. It served as conduit for Eight Families
funding of Adolf Hitler- led by the Warburg's J. Henry Schroeder and Mendelsohn Bank of
Amsterdam. Many researchers assert that BIS is at the nadir of global drug money laundering.
[16]
It is no coincidence that BIS is headquartered in Switzerland, favorite hiding place for the wealth
of the global aristocracy and headquarters for the P-2 Italian Freemason’s Alpina Lodge and Nazi
International. Other institutions which the Eight Families control include the World Economic
Forum, the International Monetary Conference and the World Trade Organization.
Bretton Woods was a boon to the Eight Families. The IMF and World Bank were central to this
“new world order”. In 1944 the first World Bank bonds were floated by Morgan Stanley and First
Boston. The French Lazard family became more involved in House of Morgan interests. Lazard
Freres- France’s biggest investment bank- is owned by the Lazard and David-Weill families- old
Genoese banking scions represented by Michelle Davive. A recent Chairman and CEO of
Citigroup was Sanford Weill.
In 1968 Morgan Guaranty launched Euro-Clear, a Brussels-based bank clearing system for
Eurodollar securities. It was the first such automated endeavor. Some took to calling Euro-Clear
“The Beast”. Brussels serves as headquarters for the new European Central Bank and for NATO.
In 1973 Morgan officials met secretly in Bermuda to illegally resurrect the old House of Morgan,
twenty years before Glass Steagal Act was repealed. Morgan and the Rockefellers provided the
financial backing for Merrill Lynch, boosting it into the Big 5 of US investment banking. Merrill is
now part of Bank of America.
John D. Rockefeller used his oil wealth to acquire Equitable Trust, which had gobbled up several
large banks and corporations by the 1920’s. The Great Depression helped consolidate
Rockefeller’s power. His Chase Bank merged with Kuhn Loeb’s Manhattan Bank to form Chase
Manhattan, cementing a long-time family relationship. The Kuhn-Loeb’s had financed - along
with Rothschilds - Rockefeller's quest to become king of the oil patch. National City Bank of
Cleveland provided John D. with the money needed to embark upon his monopolization of the
US oil industry. The bank was identified in Congressional hearings as being one of three
Rothschild-owned banks in the US during the 1870’s, when Rockefeller first incorporated as
Standard Oil of Ohio. [17]
One Rockefeller Standard Oil partner was Edward Harkness, whose family came to control
Chemical Bank. Another was James Stillman, whose family controlled Manufacturers Hanover
Trust. Both banks have merged under the JP Morgan Chase umbrella. Two of James Stillman’s
daughters married two of William Rockefeller’s sons. The two families control a big chunk of
Citigroup as well. [18]
In the insurance business, the Rockefellers control Metropolitan Life, Equitable Life, Prudential
and New York Life. Rockefeller banks control 25% of all assets of the 50 largest US commercial
banks and 30% of all assets of the 50 largest insurance companies. [19] Insurance companiesthe first in the US was launched by Freemasons through their Woodman’s of America- play a key
role in the Bermuda drug money shuffle.
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Companies under Rockefeller control include Exxon Mobil, Chevron Texaco, BP Amoco, Marathon
Oil, Freeport McMoran, Quaker Oats, ASARCO, United, Delta, Northwest, ITT, International
Harvester, Xerox, Boeing, Westinghouse, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell, International Paper, Pfizer,
Motorola, Monsanto, Union Carbide and General Foods.
The Rockefeller Foundation has close financial ties to both Ford and Carnegie Foundations. Other
family philanthropic endeavors include Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research, General Education Board, Rockefeller University and the University of Chicagowhich churns out a steady stream of far right economists as apologists for international capital,
including Milton Friedman.
The family owns 30 Rockefeller Plaza, where the national Christmas tree is lighted every year,
and Rockefeller Center. David Rockefeller was instrumental in the construction of the World Trade
Center towers. The main Rockefeller family home is a hulking complex in upstate New York
known as Pocantico Hills. They also own a 32-room 5th Avenue duplex in Manhattan, a mansion
in Washington, DC, Monte Sacro Ranch in Venezuela, coffee plantations in Ecuador, several farms in Brazil,
an estate at Seal Harbor, Maine and resorts in the Caribbean, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. [20]

The Dulles and Rockefeller families are cousins. Allen Dulles created the CIA, assisted the Nazis,
covered up the Kennedy hit from his Warren Commission perch and struck a deal with the
Muslim Brotherhood to create mind-controlled assassins. [21]
Brother John Foster Dulles presided over the phony Goldman Sachs trusts before the 1929 stock
market crash and helped his brother overthrow governments in Iran and Guatemala. Both were
Skull & Bones, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) insiders and 33rd Degree Masons. [22]
The Rockefellers were instrumental in forming the depopulation-oriented Club of Rome at their
family estate in Bellagio, Italy. Their Pocantico Hills estate gave birth to the Trilateral
Commission. The family is a major funder of the eugenics movement which spawned Hitler,
human cloning and the current DNA obsession in US scientific circles.
John Rockefeller Jr. headed the Population Council until his death. [23] His namesake son is a
Senator from West Virginia. Brother Winthrop Rockefeller was Lieutenant Governor of Arkansas
and remains the most powerful man in that state. In an October 1975 interview with Playboy
magazine, Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller- who was also Governor of New York- articulated his
family's patronizing worldview, “I am a great believer in planning- economic, social, political,
military, total world planning.”
But of all the Rockefeller brothers, it is Trilateral Commission (TC) founder and Chase Manhattan
Chairman David who has spearheaded the family’s fascist agenda on a global scale. He defended
the Shah of Iran, the South African apartheid regime and the Chilean Pinochet junta. He was the
biggest financier of the CFR, the TC and (during the Vietnam War) the Committee for an
Effective and Durable Peace in Asia- a contract bonanza for those who made their living off the
conflict.
Nixon asked him to be Secretary of Treasury, but Rockefeller declined the job, knowing his power
was much greater at the helm of the Chase. Author Gary Allen writes in The Rockefeller File that
in 1973, “David Rockefeller met with twenty-seven heads of state, including the rulers of Russia
and Red China.”
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Following the 1975 Nugan Hand Bank/CIA coup against Australian Prime Minister Gough
Whitlam, his British Crown-appointed successor Malcolm Fraser sped to the US, where he met
with President Gerald Ford after conferring with David Rockefeller. [24]
Next Week: Part II: Freemasons & The Bank of the United States
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